
 

 

 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Formal Complaint of Darlene Schmidt    Docket 17-035-62 

v.                                            Request for Rehearing     

Rocky Mt Power                             Utah Code Ann:  63G-4-301, 54-7-15                                                                                                                

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. R746-1-105(1),URCP, 63G-4-102(1)(a),[state agency action that determines 

the legal rights, duties, privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of an identifiable citizen], (b) 

[judicial review of the action] Amendment3 14, 13, 9, 7, 1, and Article 3.2; I move PSC for a rehearing on 

the ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS my formal complaint as follows: 

Para. 1 admits the complaint, complying with the online example of an appeal, cannot be understood 

without reading the additional documents filed.  The online example is fragmented, meandering, then 

discusses the claim at length. Complainants are set up to be unable to defeat PSC’s predetermined 

decision scam or must file additional documents attempting to rectify the poorly written online appeal 

example. Para 1 prepares to reader to accept the PSC scam that no appeal meets the requirements of 

the law. It cannot be granted because it exposes the negligence of turning over to RMP PSC powers of 

enforcement of the law.  I knew how to teach children with this same principle that eliminated a lesson. 

DUP traumatizes us so we have difficulty in explaining our cause using the online complaint form.   

Legislative law: 63G-4-203,(j) orders the presiding officer's order to be based on the facts appearing in 

the agency's files and on the facts presented in evidence at any hearings. This does not occur in this 

order granting dismissal.  The motion to dismiss has no facts, evidence or other grounds granting 

dismissal.  It is a form letter full of unsubstantiated claims.  Unsubstantiated claims lack jurisdiction to 

ever be granted. This order to dismiss is repugnant to the US constitution. 

The order to dismiss is not based upon the facts appearing in the agency's files and on the facts 

presented in evidence at any hearing. The facts and evidence in the file prove beyond all doubt RMP is 

unsupervised, controls PSC and DPU, terrorizes/bullies/traumatizes/extorts/voids legislative law/ and 

writes law she needs to prevail. Para. 1's’ understanding’ is an admission my complaint must include all 

filed documents to be heard is addressed to prepare all readers for PSC's scam of never addressing the 

agency's file's facts because they bar PSC predetermined practices of who wins and who loses. 

The order to dismiss is repugnant to the United States constitution: Art 3.2, A. 1, 7, 9, 10, 13, and 14.  It 

is also repugnant to Utah's constitution, Art 1 sec 3.  It mocks all Utah Code Ann. by operating without 

first determining jurisdiction over the invisible, intangible, prayer resulting artificial person, party, run by 

con artist ventriloquists whose unsubstantiated facts win under usurped PSC powers.  The jurisdictional 

standard governing this PSC hearing comes from SLC Corp v Schmidt, 2012, Third District Ct. upheld by 



the Ut Ct of Appeals.  This jurisdiction bars Utah courts con artist ventriloquist defenses on the grounds 

I, an A. 14 protected citizen, cannot cross-examine an artificial dummy, person.   

PSC's scam is so delusional it shocks. 

Para 2 ripens PSC's predetermined decision I am not the predetermined winner. This knowledge 

resulted in my filing an interlocutory appeal before Judge Faust, third district judge. A juris doctorate is 

not required to identify PSC's predetermined decision scam.  When motions are filed as exhibits instead 

of motions, the online fragmented, meandering, lengthy attempts to communicate is the sole 

determining fact.  RMP con artist ventriloquists knew they would win before ever filing their unfounded 

motion to dismiss. It is now too late to file any RMP facts.  I have copied the files showing only my 

exhibits, facts, and preponderance of evidence supporting every claim I have made is all the court had 

available. All of which brings into question the mental health of PSC’s hearing officer. 

Stage 2 of the PSC predetermined scam claims I failed to demonstrate a PSC review is warranted. I asked 

for instructions for a complaint.  Cindy said it was online.  I did as directed, but soon realized I had to file 

more documents for communication to occur.  Let’s examine my complaint under para 1 admissions it 

cannot be understood without the additionally filed documents, to identify my nature and relief 

requested. This document has about 95 identified violations of the law, tariff, pocketing operation costs 

instead of doing the repairs, facts, and a preamble constitutional review on the RF meter: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH 

__________________________________________________________________________________     

In the Matter of         DOCKET NO.: 17-035-62                                                     

Darlene Schmidt     Downes v. Bidwell court Demanded                                      

v.       Jury Demanded                                                                   

Rocky Mt. Power Corp                                               Subject JURISDICTION 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pursuant to Code 54-3-1, 54-3-3, 54-3-7, 57-1-1(3), America's jurisdiction system, and the US ratified 

constitution, I move this court to considered my issues: 

1. Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' mandate bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home 

that fails to provide safety and health? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

2. Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' mandate, bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home 

that fails to implement, FCC's mandate that 'states will adopt health and safety standards, established 

by IEEE, National Toxicology Program, Bioinitiative 2012's studies, and other reliable studies'? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

3. Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home that 

charges double the electricity used? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 4. Does the above law bar RMP's RF meter attachment because her schedule failed to reveal the RF 

meter's hidden internal program doubles the charges? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



 5. Is it RMP's burdened to prove their schedule's reveals RMP attached equipment. provides safety, 

health, comfort and convenience to all Utah patrons according to the above code 54-3-1?  NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

6. Is the RMP employee's claim they are doing what PSC has directed them to do to meet the just and 

reasonable fees, safety, health and other, now found to be false, mean UT's government is liable for 

irreparable harm from signing off on RMP schedules allowing RF microwave constant emissions that 

caused my daily heart attacks during the 2016 year?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

7. Is the burden of my health's harm, murder, and torture, RMP''s willful and deliberate refusal to inform 

me this meter's 50 yr. IEEE studies do result in irreparable health damage and death by torture, is a risk 

RMP chose instead of PSC?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

8. Does 54-3-1 amend the Preamble's secured blessings of liberty to be unsecured blessings of liberty 

because population reduction is a Utah's unwritten mandate?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 8.A. How do RMP employees communicate with the RMP corporate ghost/idol, when history shows it is 

impossible to explain the Emperor's New Clothes document, telling of an Emperor, dressed in his 

invisible, intangible, contemplation of fabric law, artificial, non-existent clothing, was declared clothed 

until a shouting child said: the Emperor is Naked?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Is it impossible to explain why RMP employees think they are doing what RMP Corp dictates?  NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.  

Does the definition: intangible, invisible, contemplation of law, artificial person describe a ghost? THE 

ONLY MEANDEING. COMES FROM THE NUMBERING, NOT THE FACTS! I ADMIT TO HAVING RF ALZ. THE 

NUMBERING DUPLICATE DOES NOT ALTER THE FACTS.  

9. Does any mandate in 54-3-7 contract law, grant RMP authority to steal my identity to cancel my Utah 

Power and Light analog contract and then re-contract with themselves for an RF meter serial murder 

contract that murdered me at least once?   NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.                                

298532Exhibit E- Issues.txt[12/18/2017 10:32:08 AM]  THIS IS PROOF THIS CAME FROM PSC FILES. 

Does 54-3-7 allow RMP to cancel any contract without agreement from the other party involved?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Did RMP cancel my analog contract without agreement from myself?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

10. Is RMP's identity theft and RF re-contracting repugnant to our ratified constitution's blessings of 

liberty?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

11. Does RMP's staff have authority, power, and jurisdiction to use RF waves as part of their cult 

religious human sacrifice ceremonies, exposed by Rod Decker, reporting on the leaked LDS Pace Memo's 

claim, a cult has infiltrated the LDS church and is using the church?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does the refusal to replace the RF meter with a safer analog meter show RMP is determined to maintain 

her harmful health and safety standard?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



Did you determine the health and safety standard used in the RF meter's intrinsic waves to determine 

humans survive on a radiation diet?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

12. Does RMP have legislative powers from the above law to use opposite meaning in their 

unsupervised schedule which is received, read and signed without any PSC investigation as Ms. Wright 

testified during a meeting at my home?  NOTHING HEREMEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Do you know of any schedules that have deceived CPS?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS/FRAGMENTS. 

Do you know of any schedules that failed to reveal the dangers of RF meter radiation poisoning? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does the chart you used show RM meters are dangerous or safe?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

What makes RF meters dangerous? What makes RF meters safe?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.  sEE PARA 3,5 ADMISSIONS TO GENEROUSLY AS POSSIBLE [WITHOUT 

DERAILING THE PSC SCAM] IN MY FAVOR AND 5'S BOLD FACED LIE: While we dismiss the Complaint and 

recognize no allegation has been made that RMP failed to offer alternative metering... 

NOTE THE USE OF "WE" SHOWING RMP TOLD THIS HEARING OFFICER WHAT TO WRITE. THERE IS ONLY 

ONE NAME AT THE BOTTOM--/S/MICHAEL J. HAMMER. 

10. Do RMP's RF schedules meet 54-3-1 mandate all charges shall be just and reasonable?  NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS. 

Do the RF internal doubling program show patrons are charged for unused electricity?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Are RMP charges repugnant to the ratified constitution? NOTHING HERE CONFUSES/FRAGMENTS. THE 

NUMBERING SYSTEM IS OFF. THE NUMBERING DOES NOT ALTER THE FACTS. 

11. Is signing RMP's RF schedule an act of treason that is repugnant to the ratified constitution?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

12. Does RMP's RF meter's secret internal program, doubling my bill by charging for unused electricity, a 

scam mocking the "just and reasonable" and 'safety, health, comfort and convenience of its patrons' in 

the above 54-3-1 law?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.  

13. Does the conviction, removal and eventual destruction of Sen. Grainer show God is actively involved 

in protecting his children from criminals in office?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. GOD STOLE 

THE 2016 ELECTION FROM THE DAMOCRATS, NOT RUSSIA.  ONLY GOD KNEW HOW TO INSURE A WIN 

AGAINST 7.5 MILLION ILLEGAL VOTES, NOT RUSSIA. GOD IS RESPONDING TO THIS PSC SCAM. 

14. Does the destruction of Mark Shirtleff show God is now moving against criminals/vigilantes in office 

refusing to implement the rule of law?  NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

15. Are RMP's removal fees to replaces the RF meter with another RF meter repugnant to the above 

law? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



Does Utah law allow citizens to choose to remove the RF meter?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. THIS IS REPEATING AN ADMISSION IN PARA 5. 

Does Utah law allow RMP to choose what meter goes back on?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does Utah law mandate RMP only is to be paid for electricity actually used?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

16. Is RMP's believe they are entitled to maintain their RF serial murders with removal and replacement 

with the same meter repugnant to the ratified constitution? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does replacing an RF meter with another RF meter resolve any radiation sensitivities? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS. 

Does replacing an RF meter with another RF meter prove the RF meter is giving RMP some unrevealed 

financial advantage? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does RMP's claim only RMP's ghost has secured blessings of liberty and there must determine the RF 

meter replacement, prove RMP has a thirst for human life? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Are these RMP demands repugnant to the US ratified constitution? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Are these RMP demands repugnant to Dartmouth v. Woodward? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Are these 16 RMP demands repugnant to Downes v. Bidwell? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENT/FRAGMENTS. 

17. Does the above law recognize RMP's identity theft re-contract to  replaCE the safer analog meter for 

the serial murdering RF meter, also repugnant? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

18. Is Utah's recognizing identity theft's cancellation of the analog meter contract repugnant to the US 

ratified Constitution? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

19. Does Utah's cheek turning, hand washing, to RMP's identity theft, re-contracting for an RF meter 

with themselves, a title of nobility, baring prosecution for using an RF meter for serial torturing and 

death, transfer these criminal serial murders to the PSC? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 20. Do FCC standards govern the public utilities commission and PSC? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 21. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limit's" regulations (there is no 

federally developed national standard for safe levels of exposure to radio frequency (RF) energy, many 

federal agencies have addressed this important issue) allow PSC to do whatever RMP demands?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Must PSC adopt a health care standard from IEEE or other such organization? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.  



Must PSC toss IEEE and other such organization health care standards and implement RMP's schedule 

health care standards? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

22. Is Ms. Wright's claim 'Utah is a state and not the federal' evidence of internal knowledge Utah has 

secretly succeeded from the Union and will not submit to obeying FCC regulations? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

23. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limits, para 2, mandate PSC rely 

upon RF exposure for health safety, found in IEEE's 50 year studies, congress' National Toxicology 

Program, and other studies from reputable scientists and doctors such as the B ioinitiative2012 report's 

latest warnings, show FCC has set a safe health standard? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

http://www.bioinitiative.org/media/press-releases/  

24. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limits, para 2, (Federal, state 

and local government agencies and other organizations have generally relied on RF exposure standards 

developed by expert nongovernment organizations such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE)) place the burden upon PSC instead of the FCC for all liability for health safety harm and 

serial RF murders done by the RF meter on PSC, instead of the FCC?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

25. Is Ms. Wright's claim Utah is a state not the federal show Utah has assumed health care liability for 

implementing Rocky Mt Power's RF meter schedule causing harm, torture, and serial murders of Utah's 

old, sick and young population? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

26. Does FCC's guide: WHAT LEVELS ARE SAFE FOR EXPOSURE TO RF ENERGY, Para 2 (The FCC guidelines 

for human exposure to RF electromagnetic fields were derived from the recommendations of two 

expert organizations, the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)) and Para 3 (The threshold level is a Specific 

Absorption Rate (SAR) value for the whole body of 4 watts per kilogram (4 W/kg)) and Para 4 (In 

addition, the NCRP, IEEE and ICNIRP guidelines for maximum permissible exposure are different for 

different transmitting frequencies. is this due to the finding (discussed above) that whole-body human 

absorption of RF energy varies with the frequency of the RF signal. NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

The most restrictive limits on whole-body exposure are in the frequency range of 30-300 MHz where the 

human body absorbs RF energy most efficiently when the whole body is exposed) strike and overturn 

PSC's decision to allow RF meters to be placed on my residence in 2008 without my permission or 

knowledge or training that RF meters, will turn my house into an antenna where I will no longer be able 

to survive the constant RF meter house wire radiation poisoning coming from static electrical transient 

200 MHz, and the magnet fields from flowing current? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Are RF transient 30-300 MHz felt any more than x rays? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Have you had an x ray? Did you feel the damage that was done to your body from that X ray? Would you 

know if any damage has occurred from x ray exposure? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

27. Is RF microwave electricity radiation poison on my antenna house wires repugnant to the above law? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



28. Is the RF electric microwave on my house wires that are forcing me to live inside an RF antenna 

where I cannot escape its 24/7 static 200 MHz and magnetic fields created by flowing electricity, proof 

of repugnance and serial murder? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

29. Does the above law mandate RMP to have informed and trained me how to escape the easily 

absorbed 30-300 MHz antenna frequencies? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Is it possible to escape RF meter antenna frequencies? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS. 

Is removal of the RF meter the only way to escape RM intrinsic antenna and magnetic fields? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Did RMP rely upon LED and CFR bulbs deceit they are safe, to install unsafe RF meters to health safety 

and will not be prosecuted for serial murders? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Must RF meters everywhere be removed to meet the health safety mandate of Utah law? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

30. Does the RMP chart's limiting expose to 6 minutes and damage at 30 minutes used at my home to 

show their RF meter is safe, an admission and knowledge of irreparable damage from the 3-5 daily hours 

spent at my table doing phone shopping, sewing, cooking, eating, school work, crafting...with my chair 

less than 8 inches from RMP's RF meter, show RMP deliberately brought the chart to maintain fraud and 

deceive PSC and hopefully myself? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Was Ms. Wright the only one accepting of RMP chart fraud and deceit? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

31. Does ignoring FCC guide pages show RMP is using RF radiation poisoning in cult religious sacrifices of 

Utah's old and young citizens? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

What ages are more vulnerable to environmental toxins? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS. 

Have you heard weathermen warn the old and young to stay out of environmental smog? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Have you heard weathermen warn the old and young to say out of house wire inside antenna rays? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

32. Does secured blessings of liberty allow me, not RMP, to determine if I desire being murdered with 

radiation RF poison? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

33. Does the secrecy in attaching an RF meter to my home prove RMP knew her RM meter is a torturing 

serial murder weapon that needed fraud, deceit and shielding to include me in a cult sacrificial 

ceremonies? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does RF secrecy health damage show PSC has been infiltrated by the LDS cult and is using CSP to prevent 

murder prosecutions? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Do RMP employees have RF meters on their private homes?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



Have any RMP schedules been rejected by PSC? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How man PSC employees are members of the LDS church? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees would be described as unable to harm a hair on anyone's head? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees take medication to stay in reality? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees appear to be living a dual life...helpless v. violent raging fiends thirsting for 

human blood? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees voted as their prophet said in the last presidential election? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees are aware of the leaked Pace Memo telling of the LDS cult infiltrating the 

church and using it for their needs? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

How many PSC employees set off fireworks each year? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS. 

34. Did attaching the analog meter to my home, change its ownership to me through the real estate law 

that attachments to my home become part of my property? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

35. Does 57-1-1(3) affirm 'products furnished for services rendered' transfers ownership of the metering 

device necessary for rendering services to me, the home owner, that after attachment the RE meter is 

part of my real property: appurtenances belonging to, used, or enjoyed with the land or any part of the 

land, BELONG TO THE LAND AND OWNER INSTEAD OF RMP? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

36. Does Bouvier's appurtenance definition affirm Utah's above real estate law, changed ownership of 

the attached analog and RF meter to myself? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

(APPURTENANCES. In common parlance and legal acceptation, is used to signify something belonging to 

another thing as principal, and which passes as incident to the principal thing. 10 Peters, R. 25; Angell, 

Wat. C. 43; 1 Serg. & Rawle, 169; 5 S. & R. 110; 5 S. & R. 107; Cro. Jac. 121 3 Saund. 401, n. 2; Wood's 

Inst. 121 Rawle, R. 342; 1 P. Wms. 603; Cro. Jac. 526; 2 Co. 32; Co. Litt. 5 b, 56 a, b; 1 Plowd. 171; 2 

Saund. 401, n. 2; 1 Lev. 131; 1 Sid. 211; 1 Bos. & P. 371 1 Cr. & M. 439; 4 Ad., & Ell. 761; 2 Nev. & M. 517; 

5 Toull. n. 531. 2. The word appurtenances, at least in a deed, will not pass any corporeal real property, 

but only incorporeal easements, or rights and privileges. Co. Lit. 121; 8 B. & C. 150; 6 Bing. 150; 1 Chit. Pr. 

153, 4. Vide Appendant.) (and APPURTENANT. Belonging to; pertaining to of right.)  

Anything attached to a piece of land or building such that it becomes a part of that property, and is 

passed on to a new owner when the property is sold. It may be something tangible like a garage, septic 

system, water tank, or something abstract such as an easement or right of way. Read more:  

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/appurtenance.html  

Does PSC tell RMP the RF and analog meters' ownership is that of the home owner? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. SEE PARA 5. 

Does PSC tell RMP the meters cannot be removed because they do not belong to RMP? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



Does PSC tell RMP the home owner determines which meter is attached to their home? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS. 

Must this court refer RMP to the county attorney for recommended prosecution for appurtenance 

theft? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

37. Must RMP return my stolen analog meter in the same working condition as it was when RMP stole 

it? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

38. Does the above law show the electricity in my home is mine allowing me to determine the intrinsic 

potential from the RF or analog meter? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

39. Does the above law show the electricity leaving my home belongs to RMP because it is no longer 

attached to my land's building for my enjoyment? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

40. Is RMP's demand they own and determine what type of electricity will travel my house wires, 

repugnant to the above law and our ratified constitution? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

41. Are RMP's ownership claims of my attached meter to use my property to strip me of my blessings of 

liberty, repugnant to the ratified constitution and above law? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

42. Does the above law mandate this court order my analog meter to be returned to me in the same 

working condition when it was stolen or RMP must purchase a new one, $35.00, and replace it on my 

property pursuant to the Utah Light and power contract? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS.  

42.A. Does the above law allow me to hire an electrician to attach the meter of my choice as long as it 

records the amount of electricity I use? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Is RMP only entitled to compensation for electricity used? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

43. If comparisons with the last analog billing year show doubled electricity bills, must RMP return half 

of past electrical bills because I paid for unused electricity which is extortion and plunder and hidden 

taxes by a private nongovernment taxing entity? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Is it just and reasonable for RMP to charge for unused electricity? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Does such collection violate A. 13 and 14? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

44. Since RMP has never denied their RF meter uses cell phone technology, are the cell phone studies 

not only relevant but are too low and must be increased in determining health care standards reflecting 

the fact RF cell phone 3.8 volts, is much less than the RF meter's 60-120 volts? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

45. Is it 'given knowledge' that 60-120 volts of RF radiation poisoning does greater harm than 3.8 volts of 

RF radiation poisoning? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

46. Must PSC use the health facts, warning, findings or other from the Bioinitiative 2012 reports, the 

National Toxicology Program 2016 report, IEEE's 50 yr medical health studies, PubMed published 

studies, and reputable foreign health studies in determining safe health standards?  NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



47. Must PSC investigate schedules submitted instead of Ms. Wright's system of receiving, reading and 

signing without any investigation the schedules comply with the above law? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

48. Does receiving, reading and signing show RMP rules and governs herself thru usurp Utah powers? Is 

RMP’s unconstitutional, illegal, unlawful title of torturing and serial murder nobility was granted by 

RMP? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

49. Are all received, uninvestigated, read and signed RMP schedules repugnant to the US ratified 

constitution? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

50. Are RMP's double billing, charging for unused electricity, repugnant to the US ratified constitution? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS/FRAGMENTS. 

51. Does RMP have the burden of proving their meters do not have hidden programs that double the 

used electricity charges? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

52. Has RMP submitted any study comparing the analog readings with the first RF meter readings for the 

same time periods? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

53. If so, does this study show large differences in charges affirming my allegations we are charged for 

unused electricity an internal program doubles, triples...the monthly bill? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

54. If Dartmouth’s court order amended our constitution, would the constitution be rewritten giving the 

court judicial review powers and our constitution's preamble constitutional review be removed?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

55. Is Dartmouth a delusional amendment striking our republic and replacing it with a democratic form 

of government? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 56. Is Marbury v. Madison a delusional amendment? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

57. Do RF meters pass the preamble's constitutional review:  

a. form a more perfect Union? No, RF meters promote rebellion to preserve one’s life from government 

serial murder of we the people. Must RMP be stripped of these stolen constitutional rights? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS. 

b. establish Justice? RF serial murders are executions without information, trial, defense, conviction, 

sentencing showing that justice has been barred from our courts. lady justice is blindfolded carrying a 

tipped scale, was carved into the door handles of Utah's old state courthouse warning all when they 

crossed the threshold justice would not be found. Beating the "shit" out of the law abiding citizen gives 

that citizen a thirst for schizophrenic con artist blood. Skitso judges fly a fringed flag signifying they 

believe their courts are floating on the high seas. This bars justice instead of establishing it. NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

c. insure domestic Tranquility? Government sanctioning RF meter installations do not promote peace at 

home. Con artists exercising imaginary government greatly disrupts domestic tranquility. Refusing to 

obey Downes v. Bidwell and return to republic government has promoted hatred for government 



schizophrenic con artist's hallucinations corporate government is constitutional and democracy is the 

same as republicanism. When one is taught corporation is a ghost like the Emperor's New Clothes ghost, 

no one wants to be governed by insane con artists usurping republic powers to promote their imaginary 

ghost government, home tranquility, peace and tranquility. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 d. provide for the common defence? Allowing serial torture murder will never promote love for this 

nation. No one can serve two masters. Serial torture murders destroy one's willingness to fight for our 

nation and gives citizens a thirst for rebellion and the freedoms rebellion brings. ACLU told me citizens 

whom con artists have beaten the "shit" out of, forget in time. Hog Wash! I asked 2 questions of a 

"shitless in time beaten" citizen who was instantly at the mob level. Law abiding citizens do not lay down 

and die. They seethe, watch and wait for the opportunity to eliminate mad con artists and do to them 

what they have done to we the people. God is behind such a revolution like he was when France 

decided to conquer Boston with her 300 armada, sunk to the bottom of the harbor. NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

e. promote the general Welfare? This uses taxes for Americans, not foreigners! It is equal protection of 

the law to Americans, not foreigners that promote the general welfare. After teaching 10 Mexican, 

Jackson Elementary failing 2nd graders for a year, who never relented in expressing their hatred for me, 

causes hatred mirroring, not compassion. I knew what parents of these children thought of 

Americans...their kids expressed their home taught ideas and beliefs at school. Foreign hatred for 

everything I hold dear about my nation does not promote the general welfare. NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

I could watch Ms. Wright eaten alive by zoo lions and not shed a tear. God said to not pity those He 

judges. My love for God has no tears for those judged. I can mirror back to government employees what 

they have performed. RF meters destroy the general welfare. RF causes citizens to blame and desire 

revenge or the Art. 3.2's equity, equal, court's eye for an eye justice.  

RF destroys trust, cooperation and respect for one another while trying to figure out why a loved one is 

being tortured to death without cause. I resent RF radiation poisoning murdering me but am glad for 

God's decision to resuscitate. God has things for me to do or I would have died years ago. RE serial 

murdering meters do not promote the general welfare, they promote hatred for government and the 

lust of rebellion. and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity? This standard lets 

me choose whether to receive radiation poisoning, not PSC nor RMP nor other. I choose whether to 

become a diabetic, not my doc. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

I know what I want, not some crazed, self-righteous, all knowing con artist running imaginary ghost 

government. I choose whether to enter a court delusional judge flying the fringed flag satisfying his 

delusion, his court is on high seas. I am aware Mad Marshall did not know law and made it up as he 

went along. I know Mad Marshal faded in and out of reality so fast he could not tell when he was sane 

and when he was delusional. I know students forced to accept Mad Marshall as sane lose the ability to 

know right from wrong or reality and delusional. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

I know very little today is real. Judges who sit in front of fringed flags broadcasting their madness they 

are admirals conducting court on some ship on the high seas will never render the rule of law, equal 

protection of the law, and exercise A. 1, 7, 9 and the equity courts life for a life law, called do unto 

others what the law will do unto you. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



Who believes a fringe flying judge is sane or knows law or can be trusted to be non-biased? RF meters 

operate because my secured blessings of liberty have been given to RMP applying Roe to me, the born. 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

These basic rights belong to me and not to a con artist running corporate nonexistent ghost 

government. Any lawyer asking this court for standing to represent a ghost must be thrown out because 

he cannot tell reality from fantasy or he would know a non-existent ghost person has no standing in any 

court. Reality comes for Art 3.2 that forbids giving ghosts standing in any American court. NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

RMP must show her business license came from the King of England prior to be given corporate standing 

as was required in Dartmouth. It does not matter IRS is writing law to govern religion. IRS has no law 

making powers. It’s time to restore law and order by holding an A. 7 common law court on IRS 

employees and teach them what is law and what is not. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

What is in Dartmouth is all there is in Dartmouth. Interpretations cannot change what is in Dartmouth 

because interpretations are proof of madness, schizophrenia, blurring of fantasy and reality and so 

forth. I demand to know how a human can communicate with any corporate ghost. I demand a Downes 

v. Bidwell sane constitutional court. FR meters fail to pass even one of these 6 standards. NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

It takes l00% compliance for all 6 for a law to be constitutional. RF meters are not ratified, they are 

madness striking our liberty to choose life over serial radiation poisoning death. The people are 

awakening. It’s now time for PSC to awaken and prevent the LDS prophecy fulfillment the streets of SLC 

Corp run with (government) blood. NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

58. Does the word "or" exist between any of these 6 criteria? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

59. Do the commas and the word "and" show all 6 criteria must be met for a law to be constitutional? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

60. Has any case law passed the preamble's constitutional law test? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

61. What case law has been ratified? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

62. Is the use of case law proof of insanity and treason? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

63. Since Archibald Cox, former US Solicitor General, in his US SUP Ct book, preface, wrote the 

constitution does not give the court any power of judicial review, is the supreme court a branch of 

government with constitutional powers? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS. THE NUMBERING IS OFF. MY RF 

ALZ IGNORED NUMBERING AND CONCENTRATED ON EXPLORING ALL THE TINY STEPS INVOLVED.  

63. Does Art 6 (This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance 

thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall 

be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the 

Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.) mandate all judicial orders be bound 

the supreme law...? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



64. Does the word "in" include federal judges housed within states to obey this Art 6 mandate?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

65. Was the US Sup Ct housed in a state when the constitution was ratified? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

66. Did Mad Marshall cleverly set a trap to destroy all American judges? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

67. Did Mad Marshall combine court and church in violation of A. 1 to reinstate Salem's court/church 

justice? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

67.A. Was Mad Marshall insane or very, very evil? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

68. Is Dartmouth repugnant to the US ratified constitution? 69. May this court refuse to conduct a 

Bidwell v. Downes court? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

70. Did RMP have access to season, experienced and trained lawyers before they secretly and forcefully 

installed RM meters, not wanted? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

71. Must PSC advise RMP when they failed to obtain their lawyer's advice in this matter, they waived all 

future objections? 72. Does RMP Corp's business license come from the King of England, a Dartmouth 

mandate to receive a corporate title of ghost nobility? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

72. Does the Corporation title of ghost nobility maintain British political rule upon American soil?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

73. Is corporation repugnant to the US Constitution? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

 74. Is recognizing, giving standing to a corporate ghost, show mad Marshall believed he could talk to 

ghosts? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

75. Did RMP and her lawyers waive their right to now object to my FCC, PubMed, Nat'l Toxicology 

Program...documents presented during the 'meeting' set up by RMP's Autumn, which were written and 

emailed to Autumn for a 2nd opportunity to object, which did not occur and now is 'set in stone?' 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

76. Must this Downes court bar RMP's corporate ghost from court and hold an exparte hearing in this 

matter where all of my demands are granted?  

77. Must Ms. Wrights reading my complaint during the meeting at my home limit the sanctions this 

court may entertain? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

78. Must all RF meters in a block radius be removed from other homes since the antenna waves go thru 

brick, metal....to cease RF serial murder of myself? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

79. The thin man asked RMP's meter-man to measure the intrinsic frequencies. He said the meter he 

brought could not do that. Does this show RMP willfully and deliberately brought a meter to deceive Ms. 

Wright and myself by refusing to measure the IEEE frequencies proven to damage humans? NOTHING 

HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



80. Did the meter-man's meter choice show RMP is very aware of the IEEE, National Toxicology Program 

2016 report, and other proven groups showing EMF, ELF (Navy's world choice of the Low RF's used for 

silent sub communication), rmr...health safety standards? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

81. Does the meter-man's chart affirm IEEE and other's proof intrinsic harmonic frequencies extremely 

dangers that end in death? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

82. Does the time endurance listed on the chart prove RMP knew I had been irreparably damaged and 

that they have Ms. Wright's approval for such damage or they would not have boldly provided evidence 

supporting my injuries? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

83. Did RMP's refusal to provide any info prior to the meeting, show they have placed themselves above 

all law? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

84. Since doubling every electrical bill has like raked in trillions of dollars, does that money belong to 

removing all RF meters in Utah, paying compensation for loved ones that were tortured to death, 

expensive treatments for those being tortured to death, and paying for ads educating the public about 

the dangers of RF microwave radiation poisoning's 50 yr known health harm? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

85. Does Art. 1.1, 3.2, A. 1, 7, 9, 13 & 14 affirm the spiritual knowledge presented in 1 Jn. 3:15 

Whosoever hateth his brother (sister) is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life 

abiding in him (her)...that no RMP employee and perhaps Utah's government will ever step food in 

heaven or ever lay eyes upon the Father again? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

86. Since Art 5 says "no state, without its consent, shall be deprived of it's equal suffrage in the Senate, 

and A. 17 failure to state that ratification is consent of loss of senate suffrage prove our senate is a 

worthless branch? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

87. Since we have a constitutional house elected by the people and a worthless 2nd house elected by 

the people with no voting suffrage, what laws are binding upon any states under Downes v. Bidwell? 

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

88. Is any congressional law since April 8, l913 binding upon this court? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

89. Is this court limited to the aforesaid law? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

90. Must RMP put in a dialectical connection between my house and the street waterline to prevent 

stray current from following the waterline to my house from other homes attached to the water lines?  

NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

91. Does the spirit of the law have authority, power, jurisdiction to ever be exercised in America by any 

government employee? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

92. Does this list prohibit other issues being added when they are discovered? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

92. Is RMP liable for the small neutral return that is too small to carry the return load? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 



 93. Is the constitutional solution to serial RF murders the instant removal of the RF meter that instantly 

cease serial murders? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

94. Does RMP have an electric monopoly passing their overhead to patrons instead of being required to 

install larger neutral wiring back to the transformers and substations? NOTHING HERE 

MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

95. Are RF serial murdered citizens liable for their own RF murders because they failed to get an 

electricity degree? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

95. Has RMP's refusal to protect citizens from their dangerous RFs the real murderers instead of 

ignorant patrons committing suicide? NOTHING HERE MEANDERS/FRAGMENTS. 

Nothing in these issues are fragmented, meandering, lengthy discussions. I would be clever if the 

hearing officer read a different complaint to make the admissions written in this order.  I broke concepts 

down into very small steps so my students could learn difficult concepts.  Each number gives this court 

violations of the law committed by RMP.  It is madness to put in writing I failed to allege RMP failed to 

comply with anything.    

No bribe is worth committing treason--See Joshua's court on violation of the Jericho loot law. This 

hearing officer did whatever to render his PSC predetermined decision RMP wins, and without cause. 

=========================================================================== 

There are about 95 allegations of RMP law and tariff violations. The numbering is off. Para 2 shows the 

desperation, fear, anxiety and terror of continuing on with the PSC predetermined RMP winner scam.   

Not one of my documents, evidence and facts are referenced in this order of dismissal as mandated by 

63G-4-203(j). The order references specific RMP hearsay, but not one of my evidence or facts. The law 

requires RMP to answer these 95 issues because it was filed prior to her motion to dismiss. RMP's 

motion to dismiss fails to answer my complaint and additionally explaining documents. Mr. Soleander 

must be a lawyer whose skills also admit para 1's finding the complaint includes the additional filings.   

No response was made to my FCC, IEEE, PubMed....evidences. No denial of my resuscitations. Where are 

the facts to substantiate this repugnant order of dismissal? It appears opposite meaning is part of the 

PSC scam: I became an RMP ventriloquist con artist and RMP’s ventriloquist con artists became me.  The 

supreme law never allows hearings to become an exercise in opposition.   

Pacificorp must be rolling on the floor with laughter. No statute of limitations runs when murder is 

involved. PSC has volunteered to be RMP's scape goat who mandated using RF military microwave RF 

meter weapon to serially murder Utah citizens in violation of A. 14. I have proven my cause of action 

beyond all doubt.  This order is repugnant to the US constitution. PSC supervises DPU and has the duty 

to checkmate it at all times. Allowing RMP to seize control of DPU invokes the mandates of Ut Code 

R746-1-201(2). This matter is cut and dried. Adopting RMP usurped DPU powers at the PSC level is 

repugnant to our US constitution. 

Para 3 claims my complaint and numerous documents that support my complaint are fragmented, 

meandering and irrelevant.  What filed documents are fragmented?  Those copied from FCC? The chart 

used by RMP at my home? The PubMed studies? The IEEE studies?  Congress' National Toxicology 



Program report that RF technology causes heart disease, tumors, cancer and death by torture? The 

1,800 additional studies from BioIntitative reports? RMP's motion to dismiss is so frivolous it is shocking 

it was used as grounds to dismiss.  

There is not one reference in this order to my exhibits, motions or other in this agency's file. This order 

has no grounds to exist. RMP knew he would receive a predetermined decision win and did not bother 

to file a lawful answer. The only facts in the file are mine. PSC's predetermined winner and loser scam 

does not need jurisdiction because none exists for running this predetermined winner scam. Jurisdiction 

was never determined as I requested. God told me to file a motion to determine jurisdiction and I did.  

63G-4-203(j) mandates this decision be based upon FCC’s adopting the health care standard of IEEE, 

National Toxicology Program, PubMed studies, BioInitiative reports, FCC standards, and so forth filed in 

PSC's agency file. This order is not based on any evidence or facts from FCC’s directive but upon the 

unfounded, unproven, rambling hearsay of RMP's ‘form letter’ requesting dismissal. Dismissal causes 

this order to be repugnant to the US constitution and Utah law. Dismissal proves PSC's predetermined 

decision scam.  Dismissal puts PSC ahead of RMP’s serial murderers. This agency's file is able to convict 

PSC and RMP of serial murder. I copied my PSC file in my interlocutory appeal. All of which proves an ex 

parte RMP and PSC hearing occurred in violation of the law that I must be present when the court 

determines the facts used to dismiss. 

63G-4-106(1)(a) bars this order striking my A. 14 privileges and immunities and other legal interests as 

does 63G-4-102. Nothing in this decision is lawful, constitutional, or jurisdictional. It is a sham, mockery 

of Utah's jurisprudence and repugnant to all law and constitutions. It does not matter RMP has no 

evidence and no means to defend, this hearing officer cannot strike all law, facts, evidence to insure a 

predetermined win for RMP.  This predetermined win is what is expected when the hearing officer is on 

RMP's legal payroll.  

My complaint and supplemental documents invoked 54-3-1's mandate RMP's service be safe.  RMP 

services are not safe. It is a serial murdering microwave military weapon, that proves PSC is conspiring to 

serially murder and maim every Utah citizen.  No one can escape RF beams.  I have not found a bird in 

my yard this winter. My feeders are full.  RF smog has killed them or driven them away.  It is the same 

for insects and honey/bumble bees that used to be plentiful. The cancer rate is too high for my area. 

People are taking note of these cancers.  

This order is an act of hatred invoking Amendment 7 and equity court common law: Whomever hateth 

his brother (sister) is a murderer, and you know, there is no eternal life in the murderer.  1Jn3:16.  Tare 

gathering angels will likely come on a Passover.  I have given God my 2 cents on their “burning.” 

My rehearing request is more professionally written than this order. I am not trained in law. God is 

telling me what to say and do. Furthermore, R746-1-105 mandates the Utah rules of civil procedure, not 

vigilante law, interpreting these documents. Rule 11 allows an RMP answer that responds to each 

allegation in the complaint by denying or admitting it, or admitting in part and denying in part. RMP 

failed to comply with this rule. Predetermined decisions are barred in this court, yet a predetermined 

order exists to protect RMP from liability and stripping her of her control over PSC.  Logic is lacking. Facts 

are lacking. Law is lacking. It is perjury for the order to claim I got the benefit of the doubt and then deny 

giving it to me: 



"As best the PSC can discern after reading the complaint (and supplemental filings admitted to support 

my complaint (cannot be separated)) as generously as possible in complainant’s favor, complainant is 

aggrieved that RMP uses a meter capable of transmitting meter data over radio waves at her residence." 

No paragraph is construed generously in my favor. They are construed generously in RMP’s favor giving 

RMP a repugnant win without cause.  It is done to force me into RMP slavery existing to be murdered to 

give RMP con artists a high.  A corporate ghost cannot get a high.   

Para 3 admits knowing “complainant appears concerned about the impact of the existing, transmitting 

meter may have on her health.”  So is congress, IEEE, PubMed, BioInitive and unknown others 

concerned on this health impact.  This hearing officer knows exactly what the facts are. He deliberately 

continued on with PSC's predetermined decision scam proven by his order of dismissal. 

Para 4 claims "RMP's Motion argues I has failed to establish or even allege, RMP violated PSC rules or 

RMP's tariff.  All of the aforesaid motion proves this perjury. 

The order says I “refused to accept RMP's offer to remove her RF meter and put another RF meter back 

on.”  I did not refuse a safe analog meter. I refused to continue living in a microwave antenna home, 

slowly roasting me alive. No sane mind would agree to such torture leading to death. Taking the RF 

meter off and putting the RF meter back on is not a solution. This order taunts me with the fact I exist 

for RMP to provide Roe with my life in violation of my secured blessings of liberty to ourselves and our 

posterity, establishing both the born and unborn are citizens.  What can be done to one citizen can be 

done to another...except Roe v. Wade is not binding in reality and governs only in the world of delusion.  

Roe is not supreme law.  Roe is not an amendment.  Roe is delusional law and is never listed as part of 

our supreme law.  Roe violated Downes v. Bidwell that replaced the states under the constitution and 

territories under congress.  Roe is illegal, unlawful, unconstitutional and repugnant to our supreme law. 

Roe was written by a suicide Roe court changing their own blessings of liberty to be the same as they 

gave our unborn. 

My complaint and supplemental pleadings demonstrate the DPU acts mandate PSC action is warranted 

as PSC rules require.   

Para 5 warns RMP I have a right to make alternative metering to be consistent with its tariff and 

squashes the prior delusional fact RMP offered an alternative meter that I refused. RMP has never 

attempted to meet the mandates in their tariff. Taking off an RF meter and putting an RF meter back on 

is not a solution. Stealing my identity to secretly re-contract an RF meter replace my analog meter is not 

safe service. It is a violation of my Utah Light/Power contract and identity theft. See police document in 

my PSC file. Refusing to test whether the RF meter and the analog meter record the same usage is not 

solving the problem of the RF meter charging for unused electricity or that the neutral wire is too small 

to carry the return load back to the transformer or any of the other violations for delivering safe 

electrical service.  Ground electricity is now a danger to humans and animals.  Failure to add a dialectical 

socket to our water lines to block street current from entering our homes causing ruin of all electrical 

appliances and health harm is further violations.  RMP must be dumbfounded God put so many of her 

violations in this complaint. I suspect no one has complied them as is done here.   

This para 5 warning shows PSC has determined my attached house meter is an appurtenance--belonging 

to me the property owner, instead of RMP. I purchased my analog meter when I contracted for electrical 



service.  RMP has not maintained it proving they know the meter is mine. It is theft and fraud to know 

the meter is my duty to maintain while fraudulently claiming it belongs to RMP who threaten other 

electricians from being hired to service it. Every time I requested RMP prove they were delivering 120 

volts to my meter they refused to do so. I was without electricity in most of my house for about a year. It 

destroyed all my appliances, PSC is now liable for thru this repugnant order of dismissal to pay for the 

irreparable financial and health damages done to me by RMP. My plain truth is not unlawful nor 

repugnant to any law or constitution. It may be repugnant to the officer of this court, but no law or 

supreme law cares. 

The order says if RMP is unwilling to allow me a safe meter, I should seek appropriate relief.  I did seek 

appropriate relief by appealing to PSC and doing the research to provide a preponderance of facts 

supporting my complainant and supplemental filed documents. I did try to resolve the matter with RMP 

for months.  RMP does not resolve any problems. They only threaten, extort and terrorize. Cindy sent 

me a copy of the rules and procedures to seek relief from PSC. She would not send any rules if PSC 

action were not warranted. She did not want PSC to investigate what is going on at DPU and offered 

instructions to hide the terror and trauma done at DPU.  I had to discover I could appeal. DPU would not 

tell me.  This order lacks jurisdiction to use RMP delusional facts in place of my file's facts. The last 

paragraph’s warning shows this court knows RMP refuses to allow any alternative metering. Brigham 

City mothers claim they are bringing this matter before the legislature.  Change is in the air and PSC is 

holding the bag.   

This order refuses to recognize the authority of Holy Judge Trease, 3rd district judge, and the Ut. Ct. of 

Appeals upholding Holy Judge Trease' ruling a ghost is not a citizen and has no citizen secured blessings 

of liberty, rights, immunities, privileges or other under A. 14. Corporate ghosts cannot win in any Utah 

court.  Refusing to determine jurisdiction over the subjects and subject matter does not cancel the 

court’s duty to submit to Utah Ct of Appeals order barring treating nonexistent persons as citizens.  

All of which invokes pursuance of Utah Code Ann sec. 63G-4-4301 and 54-3-l and 54-7-15 for a review or 

rehearing of this order by a sane, unbiased, law abiding hearing officer who knows jurisdiction and law 

does not come from Dartmouth v. Woodward or Marbury v. Madison but our constitution and Downes 

v. Bidwell's quoting our US constitution and the supreme law.   

The order fails to tell where my filed authorities or the law cited are misstated or in error when 

reporting I failed to claim RMP had not violated any law.  No statement has been made as to which 

documents or arguments are referred to as being meandering, fragmented or other.  The order fails to 

cite a specific authority or law it is applying to my complaint and accompanying supported documents.  

Nowhere does the order find factually incorrect data to support its claim my complaint and supporting 

documents, motions, exhibits are incorrect or fail to present facts mandating action against RMP. 

Unsupported claims are not proof that defeats my documents/exhibits in my PSC file. The order has 

prejudiced the facts of this matter and is making legal determinations for the record on the authority of 

its office.  It has declared the authorities, facts and laws plead are invalid or not in effect when no fact 

exists proving they are invalid or not in effect.  The order’s rejection of my filed facts have determined 

for the record these authorities and laws cited are valid but will not be applicable here as mandated by 

the law.  Utah’s justice system must be understood, valued, respected and accessible to all, not just to 

those whom PSC wants to win without cause.  

email copy to RMP:  daniel.solander@pacificorp.com   jana.saba@pacificorp.com 


